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Introduction
The idea of open educational resources (OER) has numerous working definitions. The
term was firstly coined at UNESCO's 2002 Forum on Open Courseware and designates
"teaching, learning and research materials in any medium, digital or otherwise, that
reside in the public domain or have been released under an open license that permits
no-cost access, use, adaptation and redistribution by others with no or limited
restrictions. Open licensing is built within the existing framework of intellectual property
rights as defined by relevant international conventions and respects the authorship of
the work". Often cited is the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation term which defines
OER as:
"teaching, learning, and research resources that reside in the public domain or have
been released under an intellectual property license that permits their free use and repurposing by others. Open educational resources include full courses, course materials,
modules, textbooks, streaming videos, tests, software, and any other tools, materials,
or techniques used to support access to knowledge"
This guide will try to make the parents understand the way that children learn a second
or third language and how to solve the situations that they will have to face educating
their bilingual children. Understanding the way that children learn another language and
their feelings during this process, will help the parents to choose and use the most
suitable web based OER and Apps for promoting their children bi-lingual education.

1. What is multilingualism?
Defining multilingualism in just a few words is not easy, as each individual has different
multilingual characteristics. There may be distinctions between ability and use of a
language, or differences in proficiency between the languages.
Let’s define multilingualism simply as the ability to express oneself with ease in two or
more languages. But multilinguals are not necessarily perfectly fluent in their languages;
it is in fact quite common to have a dominant language.
The term “multilingual children” is used throughout the report to refer to those children
who in their daily lives operate in more than one language; the term does not suggest
equal competence or fluency in these languages.

Acquiring more than one language
There are two main ways to acquire more than one language:
• simultaneous acquisition (when a child learns two languages at the same time)
• sequential acquisition (when the second language is learnt after the first).
Simultaneous acquisition
There are three identified stages when languages are acquired simultaneously:
• Stage 1 – the child mixes two languages into one system
• Stage 2 – the child starts to separate the words from each language and recognizes to
whom that language should be spoken
• Stage 3 – one language is used more than the other and that language becomes
dominant, which is often the case.
In simultaneous acquisition, there are two common patterns of exposure to a second
language:
• one person – one language (for example, where one parent or other person speaks
one language, and another parent or person speaks a different language)
• both parents (or other persons) speak both languages
ln general, the ‘one person – one language’ approach helps children to separate and
learn the two languages.
Sequential acquisition
There are three identified stages which motivate and guide sequential language
learners.
• Stage 1 – the child observes speakers of the second language and may be silent; the
child may communicate non-verbally (for example, pointing); later, the child relies on
whole memorized phrases.

• Stage 2 – the child communicates with others in the second language; the child starts
to create his/her own sentences; the child communicates as good as he/she can.
• Stage 3 – the child attempts to speak correctly using correct vocabulary, grammar and
pronunciation.
In sequential acquisition, the way in which the second language is introduced and
maintained is vital. In particular, it is important that languages are clearly separated
rather than inconsistently using a mixture of two languages. When languages are learnt
sequentially:
• understanding the basic rules of the first language will support the development of a
second language
• the best way for children to acquire a second language is for families to continue to
support and consolidate their first language at home
• if the original or home language is replaced by a second language and all support for
the first is withdrawn, some children can lose skills in their first language (this can result
in negative consequences for a child both within his/her family and the community, and
in his/her future language development).
Factors affecting the rate of acquisition of a second language
There are a number of factors that influence the rate of acquisition of a second language.
These include:
• the time of exposure to a second language
• the extent of the exposure to a second language
• the age of the child when he/she is first exposed to a second language
• the ways in which the child is exposed to a second language
• the similarities and differences between the first and the second language
• the acceptance and value given to a second language and the home language
• individual characteristics within families – their strengths, needs and support

• individual characteristics of the child (including personality, confidence and learning
styles) that may influence their willingness and readiness to interact with others and try
to use their new language
Misconceptions
“A real bilingual knows both languages perfectly.”
One of the main misconceptions about bilinguals is that they are equally proficient in
both languages in speaking, listening, writing, reading as well as having a perfect
knowledge of their respective cultures. Bilinguals usually don’t speak both languages
equally well and that is because they use each language in different contexts, activities
and domains (home, school, work…). This misconception can damage bilingual´s
confidence.
“My child will just pick up the language if he hears it”
People often think that children will pick up languages if they’re simply exposed to them.
However research shows that it takes consistency, commitment, and creative
reinforcements, both inside and outside the home-setting, for children to learn
and maintain a second language.
“Bilinguals should be able to translate on the spot, if they can’t they are not real
bilinguals.”
Very often this is interpreted by monolinguals as a lack of proficiency in the language.
However, it has nothing to do with this. Sometimes no corresponding word exists in the
second language. Another reason is that each language is learnt and used in different
situations, finding its equivalent out of context requires a lot of concentration and can
take a bit of time to come to your brain. This is why bilinguals are not necessarily good
at translating. The interpreting and translations techniques need to be acquired with
specific university studies. The fact of being bilingual does not necessarily imply being a
good interpreter or translator.
“Bilingualism is an exception.”
This is a myth rooted in people’s mind. Most of the people around the world are actually
bilingual. Bilingualism shouldn’t be seen as an exception, it should be seen as the norm.

“Mixing languages is a sign of fake bilingualism and is used to show off”
Mixing languages is common among bilinguals when they speak to each other. Most of
the time they stick to one language if speaking to monolinguals but sometimes they have
the perception that a specific word just sounds better in one language or cannot be
expressed the same way in the other language.
“You can only become bilingual if you start when you are a child.”
Bilingualism can be attained at any stage in your life. However, it is easier if you have
acquired your second language growing up as the brain is more flexible but anyone can
become bilingual. The differences in bilinguals who acquired the language later in life is
that they often have an accent, the connection between the feelings and the words for
them will not be as strong as if they had learnt it at an early age and their vocabulary
probably will be fewer.
As we mentioned before, multilingualism is the ability to express oneself with ease in
two or more languages. But there are many different levels of bilingualism and the
sooner you start learning a second language the better will be your level of bilingualism.
“If you have an accent you are not a real bilingual”
Having an accent does not affect one’s proficiency in speaking a language. In other
words, someone with an accent can be bilingual.
“Children with language impairment should switch to just one language”
This is a myth that is still alive in schools today. Bilingualism is not the cause of language
delay or language impairment. In fact, switching to one language might have negative
consequences on the child’s language acquisition. Reverting to one language in the
family will not improve the disorder. However, maintaining a well-structured bilingual
setting in the family is crucial in helping the child in its development.

2. Benefits of being bilingual from an early age
Today, most of the world´s population is bilingual or multilingual. In addition to
facilitating cross-cultural communication, this trend also positively affects cognitive
abilities. Researchers have shown that a bilingual brain can ensure better attention and
task-switching skills than a monolingual brain, thanks to its ability to inhibit one language
while using another. In addition, bilingualism has positive effects at both ends of the age
spectrum: bilingual children as young as seven months are more able to adjust adjust to
environmental changes, while bilingual seniors can experience a slower cognitive
decline.
Main benefits of being bilingual
Access to a larger world: When you learn a language you also learn about a culture.
Being able to speak two languages means you are able to speak to people in a different
cultural and linguistic contexts. Bilinguals can use the right language while
understanding the social codes corresponding to it. In other words you are able to step
into another culture.
Better ability to focus : Bilinguals find it easier to focus their attention and avoid
distractions (Dr. Judy Willis, 2012). Indeed, the part of the so-called “the executive
function” of the brain, which is used for staying focused has proven to be stronger in
bilinguals. Every time a bilingual speaks, both languages are actually active, and the brain
has to work to suppress one language while the other is being used. That mechanism
employs the executive function more regularly in bilinguals which makes the brain
become more efficient.
Intellectual Gymnastic: Learning another language stretches your mind intellectually.
When you learn another language you have to focus on the structure of sentences, you
have to recognize sound patterns and make inferences. Research even shows that
learning a language would help delay Alzheimer disease.
Better at multitasking : Bilingual children can switch from one activity to another faster
and are better at doing multiple tasks at once than monolinguals. That is due to the
executive function of the brain, which gives bilinguals better cognitive control over
information allowing them to easily switch from one task to another.
Linguistic facilities: Being bilingual helps you to learn another language. As you are
constantly switching from one language to another you become accustomed to

expressing yourself in a different way. Moreover, you have been exposed to two sets of
sound patterns rather than one. This gives you more chances to encounter known
sounds in the new language. All this combined makes learning an additional language
easier.
Deeper understanding of the concept of “language”: Bilinguals have a deeper
appreciation of what is a language. They know that there is more than one way to label
a word and that a word can have different connotations.
More job opportunities: Fluency in more than one language can open many doors.
Travel: Being fluent in more than one language creates opportunities for travel.
Turning bilingual indicators perceived as negative into strengths
There are hundreds or thousands of reasons to raise a child bilingually. Parents doing it
are well aware of this! Our children will grow up with the ability to speak in at least two
languages, will have a connection with more than one culture, will be able to speak and
connect with any relatives or friends living abroad, learn additional languages with less
struggle and will be an integral part of our global society where multilingualism is
becoming more and more important and widespread. As we mentioned before, the list
goes on and on.
However, in spite of this, the benefits linked to bilingualism may not always outweigh
the negatives!
What negatives? For most of the parents, raising bilingual children has been nothing
short of a joy or a gift. But this isn’t the case for all parents and it is important to be
aware of the negatives that sometimes creep into what should be a wonderful thing.
The negatives of bilingualism don’t really have anything to do with bilingualism itself.
They are more subtle than we realise and may have slipped into our lives without us
even realizing it.
When it comes down to it, the negatives of raising a child bilingually have everything to
do with us and how we perceive and implement bilingualism in our lives and our families.
We can be the reason bilingualism can have negatives. In fact, for some of us, our best
intentions are the source of the negatives in our family’s bilingualism. The good news is
that we are also the solution!

If we can see the ways that we cause distress and frustration in our family’s bilingual
journey, then we have a chance to turn things around, to magically whisk away all of the
negatives of bilingualism in our households. The first step, however, is recognizing how
we may be sabotaging things. We can’t change anything if we aren’t aware of what we
are doing.
Below is a list of 10 indicators that bilingualism in our family is not working out well. But
you always can turn the negatives back into positives.
1. Stressed out: Bilingualism is a beautiful thing unless you or your family are stressing
out about it. The more agitated about our family’s bilingualism we get, themore
counterproductive bilingualism becomes, especially in the eyes of our children. At the
very least, we should aim to keep our frustrations about bilingualism away from our
children unless we can talk about it constructively and productively with them. Even
better is to talk with other parents or experts who can help us work through our stressful
feelings. If we find that bilingualism is simply too much for us to handle, then maybe
raising our children bilingually isn’t something we should be doing (at least right now).
Instead look for outside sources for children’s language learning, such as a children’s
language class or a nanny who speaks the target language. Maybe in time things will get
less stressful and different approach can be adopted.
2. The wrong reasons: Why are we raising our children bilingually? Is it to impress the
neighbors? Is it because we think our children won’t get into that prestigious college if
they don’t start learning a language from birth? If we aren’t raising our children
bilingually because we feel deep inside that we want to, then we really need to take a
good look at why we are doing it. We should do it for solid and positive reasons and we
should examine things further. Family bilingualism works well when we feel good about
providing our children with the gift of bilingualism.
3. Impacting relationships: Is bilingualism in our family coming between us and
someone we love? For example, maybe it is coming between us and our spouse or us
and our children? Perhaps it is even impacting our relationship with our parents. Do we
find ourselves arguing about it constantly with someone we love? If we start to find
ourselves feeling sick to our stomach when we think about speaking the “other”
language, then something is not right. This means that it is time to sit down together
with our family (extended too, if need be) and talk about it honestly and for an extended
period of time. Bilingualism should help us come together as a family, rather than
tearing us apart. It is important for us to try and find out what the source of the problem
is.
4. Expecting too much: Are we extremely unhappy with where things are with our
children’s bilingualism? Did we expect things to be easier than they are or that our

children would certainly be balanced bilinguals by now? With all of the time and effort
we put in pursuing this objective, we would expect a much bigger return at this point!
Right? Well, not necessarily. Bilingualism is not a short-term treasury bond. No one has
promised us a specific return on our bilingual investment at a specific time. Our families
consist of human beings with diverse personalities who are interacting with a multitude
of other human beings who in turn are living diverse lives themselves. We need to put
aside our weighty expectations (especially those that are dependent on our children
performing certain ways and with certain skills) and instead set ourselves more
reasonable weekly goals that are based on our actions. For example, we can focus on
making sure we read a book out loud in our language each day or helping our children
write out three sentences in our language. Our children are still struggling with things
that we thought they should have mastered by now? Who cares! As long as we are
sticking with it, then we have already achieved a lot! Are our children excited about that
new book in the target language that we gave them? Are our children still willing to
watch that DVD in the target language? Are we still enjoying our family’s bilingualism
and doing what we can to stick to it? If so, then focus on those small achievements,
especially on the fact that we are still trying our best (that is the hardest one of all)!
5. Trying to prove a point: Did someone tell us that it wouldn’t be possible to raise our
children bilingually? Or perhaps someone teasingly provoked us when he/she said that
it was a waste of time? Whatever the reason may be, if we are raising our children
bilingually to prove a point to someone else (or the world!) we might want to work on
changing our mindset. This is a negative approach to raising our children bilingually and
what you really want is to have a positive mindset. An “I’m-going-to-show-them”
motivation will most likely make us adopt a negative approach (and in turn we will pass
that on to our children). Let’s not make it happen!
6. Cultural arrogance: Do we think our culture is superior to the community culture that
we are living in? One thing is to be proud of our culture and want to instill that pride in
our children. Another thing is to make our children believe that our culture is better than
other cultural groups, especially the one we are living in. What we want is to help our
children embrace both/all of their cultures, not one over the other. We want our
children to feel truly bi/multicultural, so that our children will not feel forced to choose
between cultures, but instead feel comfortable and love both cultures.
7. Bilingual drudgery: Has the day-in-day-out process of raising our children bilingually
become boring? If you do not perceive it as enjoyable then either you need to liven
things up or throw in the towel. Of course, we would encourage you to liven things up:
We can find music in our language so that we can sing and dance to it (alone or with our
kids). Or maybe some books online in our language that we want to read. If they are
appropriate for our kids, then we can read them out loud. If they aren’t, then we can
just read them for our own joy! How about getting some movies that we like in our

language and watch them (with or without the kids)? The most important thing is
that you find your groove again. As soon as we find our joy for our language again, our
children will notice this and things will be much easier (and less laborious) for everyone.
8. To please someone else: Did our mother or mother-in-law talk us into raising our
children bilingually even though we really didn’t want to? No matter the reason, our
choice of raising our children bilingually needs to be based on our own motivation. We
need to be glad of raising our children bilingually, otherwise we will come to feel
resentment toward the person we are trying to please (as well as toward our children).
If we just can’t find the joy needed to motivate ourselves, then we might want to start
by talking with the person we are trying to please and see what they have to say. They
may have not realised it would cause distress in us. Perhaps they thought we just needed
that initial boost? Once we start talking it out we may be able to find a solution.
9. Brain benefits: How could we ignore the many brain benefits that come with raising
children bilingually? The media has been filled with articles about it over the past few
years. Who wouldn’t like to delay Alzheimer’s? Who wouldn’t like to give their child a
better education? The question is whether or not this is the primary reason to decide to
raise our children bilingually. If we are motivated solely by our desire to give our children
a more robust brain, so that they will possibly do better in school, then we are not going
to have the stamina to keep it up for very long. This doesn’t mean that we shouldn’t give
it a try for as long as possible – go for it! It just means that we should try and find more
personal, emotional and meaningful reasons for raising our children bilingually. Plus,
many of the brain benefits come from being bilingual over a longer period of time, not
simply from a single foreign language class for toddlers. See if you can find an
international or bilingual school in your area so that your child can have the gift of
bilingualism over a longer period of time.
10. It is the “in” thing to do: Everyone wants their child to speak more than one
language. If we are raising our child bilingually primarily because we want to be part of
the latest bilingualism trend, then we should be warned: When the fad is over (and
eventually the excitement about it will pass) we may be left feeling empty and a little
resentful. However, why not use this trend as a springboard to even better things? We
can use it for the inspiration we need to come up with a more forward-looking plan so
as to see the long-term effects of our choice.
It is hard to admit that we are tired of doing something that we feel we should be
enjoying. But we have to face our feelings and change the things that we do not feel
happy with. We have to make sure that our motivation comes from somewhere deep
down. This will keep us on trying (or giving up) along the way. A solid motivation will
keep us focused and steady on our family’s bilingual journey.

Remember to focus on the day-to-day joys as well as looking ahead. When we can keep
our eyes on both the here-and-now as well as the future, then we can enjoy the process
of getting from here to there slowly, one step at a time, filled with fun and joy.

3. Understanding how to promote bilingualism in the home
setting
Bilingual education at home
Keeping two languages in a household isn’t as easy as it seems. It requires a lot of
discipline from both parents. Raising a child with two languages requires a sustained
effort over several years.
Intercultural couples are quite common nowadays. A lot of them have their own
techniques for keeping two languages (or more) in the household. Some families may
not have any techniques and just follow their instincts. Others may choose the “one
person one language” rule. For some families the outside world might be where children
acquire their second language. Others have geographical rules within the house.
There isn’t a specific good technique to make someone bilingual. However there are
things you can do to help.
Helping Children Learn a New Language
Learning a new language is a fascinating experience. Your perceptions about the people,
their culture and traditions can change significantly. But how and when do we actually
do it?
Teaching children a language starts with a few small steps, a few minutes per day. It
should not be overwhelming. We are all trying our best. Often, it is difficult for us to
spend more than 10 minutes at any given time. Using everyday activities to teach a
language is key. Integrating these habits into our week will generate huge language
learning pay-offs.
Here are 8 things you can do to help your children at home. Not more than 10 minutes
at a time.


Tip 1: Breakfast tales
Tell your son or daughter to select his/her favorite story in the target language and
to read it aloud while having breakfast together.



Tip 2: Play their favorite sport
If he or she likes football and you want your child to learn, for example, Spanish,
pretend both of you are the 2 best Spanish football players. 5- to 10-minute game.



Tip 3: Songs on the go
When you drop your children off at school, listen to two songs in the car in the target
language on the way and sing them out loud while driving. Your children will
eventually start singing with you.



Tip 4: Cartoon night
Browse on YouTube and find a 10 minute cartoon to watch together in the language
you are learning together. It could also be a song.



Tip 5: Shopping day
Go to the corner shop near your home to pick up a few things. Take some time to
explain in the target language each item that you put into the basket.



Tip 6: Let’s cook together
Tell your children to repeat all the names of the vegetables, fruits or other
ingredients. Added bonus: not only do they learn a new language, but they also take
pride in eating what they cooked together with you.



Tip 7: iPad stories
Allow your children to listen to 2 short stories on Tablet/iPad/PC/Smartphone on
week-ends, in the target language. This way you can have free time, and still feel
that they are developing their comprehension skills.



Tip 8: Homework sprinkle
Use homework books adapted to your children’s age. You just need to use 1 page of
the book from time to time. Not more than 10 minutes.

The goal is to fit these habits into each day of the week, between 5 and 10 minutes at a
time. You will get a sense of accomplishment by doing each of these activities with your
children.

Even if you are not able to speak the language that you want to teach to your children
you can use and adapt some of these tips to your personal situation and help your
children to get that second or third language.
Tips when the Language Spoken at Home Differs from the Community Language
Be Intentional


Realise that everyday activities such as mealtimes, getting dressed, bath time, and
playtime are all opportunities for talking, teaching, and providing quality language
exposure. Be intentional about ongoing verbal interactions about things, routines
and events in your child’s life.



Arrange for varied opportunities for your child to have diverse contexts for engaging
in the minority language such as book sharing and reading experiences, singing,
educational videos, children’s shows, play groups, family visits and trips. It is
important for your child to have access to other speakers of the minority language
as much as possible.



When your child uses incorrect words or grammar, simply model the correct
vocabulary and/or sentence structure in response to the child’s utterance.



When appropriate, expand your child’s utterances by first affirming what he/she
said and then by adding to what was said if the vocabulary or grammar usage was
lacking.



Even if your child is tending to speak more in the family language, continue speaking
to him/her in the second language. When appropriate, recast the utterance, or
present it in a different or changed structure while maintaining its meaning. For
example, if your child utters a phrase or sentence partly or entirely in the majority
language, reproduce the sentence in the minority language, modeling correct usage
where any vocabulary or grammatical gaps were noted.



Instill in your child a sense of pride and “need” for the minority language by keeping
it relevant and constant in his/her everyday life. Children will inevitably discard a
language they do not feel as needed and loved.



Consider teaching your child to read and write in the minority language. The more
competencies your child develops in the minority language, the more meaningful
and important that language will become.

Be Consistent


If you are the primary source of language input for your child in the minority
language, consistently speak to your child in that language whether at home or out
in the community.



Though code mixing, or alternating between two languages while speaking, is
completely normal and appropriate for bilinguals, in order to clearly draw a line
between the two languages in your child’s linguistic environment, limit code mixing
as much as possible at least at the early stages.

Be Persistent


Don’t lose heart or give up even if your child’s language proficiency or skills seem to
fluctuate over time in his/her two languages. Some fluctuation is normal as children
learn to navigate between both languages.



Don’t allow for interruptions or long periods of little or no exposure to the minority
language.



When it seems hard and laborious, remember the long-term benefits and
rewards you are bestowing upon your child by raising him/her to be bilingual.



Relatives, friends, and community members may misunderstand or even disagree
with your decision to raise your child bilingually for various reasons. If you can, kindly
educate them about your decision, but if not, politely stand your ground based on
what’s best for your child. Your dedication, consistency and persistence will pay off
in the end!

Bilingual education in school
The best time to learn a language is between birth and 8 years old. From 2-3 years old,
a child naturally knows the language to which he is exposed and expresses himself in
that tongue. However, most languages are introduced much later in schools.
In a bilingual program, language is not considered as an academic subject, it is integrated
into the curriculum. The language is not the object taught, but the instrument used to
teach the curriculum. We are no longer teaching a language we are teaching something
through the language. In a bilingual educational setting children are learning the
language without realising it.

So how does it work?
There are different methods of education employed to teach “bilingually”.
There is the transitional bilingual education method. Students are taught some subjects
in their native language from kindergarten to year 3 and from year 4 to year 6 these
subjects are taught in a second language.
Another method is the dual language education where both languages are used within
the classroom. Half of the students in the classroom can be native English speakers and
the other half of the students are native speakers of another language (i.e. French).
Together, they will learn each other’s culture and language.
The third method of bilingual education is immersion. This is the one-person-onelanguage approach. There would be one teacher teaching the native language and
another teaching the second language. But if it is a foreign school, the teachers probably
will only use the second language and the children will learn the native language out of
the school. Teachers speak in their respective language but they usually allow children
to speak in whichever language they choose.
All these methods have proven to be effective. The key is to balance both languages
equally.
Such programs require a solid tri-partite partnership: strong commitment from the
school´s leadership, very qualified and dedicated teachers, and ceaseless involvement
from parents at all levels.
At the end of their education, children can interact fluently in two languages, not
necessarily with the same proficiency but children will be able to read, speak and write
in both languages with ease.
Bilingual education vs language education at school:
Are Languages at school a waste of time?
We’ve all learnt languages at school but, in most of the cases, we can’t really express
ourselves in these languages. It almost seems like learning a language at school is a
waste of time. Unless you study it later on in university or you live in the country where

the language is spoken, it is very unlikely for you to acquire a perfect knowledge of the
language you studied at school so as to become bilingual.
The blame is not to be put on the teacher or the learner. But a language needs to be
used to be learnt and you need to find the right place to use it. Language teachers try to
create authentic communicative situations to drill vocabulary but they appear to be
artificial. Learners are willing to speak, but they are aware that communication is not
occurring in a real situation. Unless you spend a year in the country, the chances that
you can speak the language outside the classroom are very slim.
So why not spare one subject and teach the curriculum in two languages. Why not
reproduce the family example and welcome a child into the school with two languages
rather than one? This is what bilingual education offers. But, we have to start teaching
the second language at an early age, because if the children do not understand the
second language they will not learn the language and they will not learn the subject
taught in the second language.
Monolingual parents: Can I raise my child bilingually?
Anyone can learn a language, even if you don’t have bilingual parents! There are two
case scenarios for monolingual parents.
The first one is when both parents speak one language at home and the child
learns/speaks another language at school. Usually this language is the one spoken
outside the family setting. The child usually picks up the language within a year or two.
He/she might go through a silent phase, which is part of the learning process but once
mastered, this second language very often becomes the dominant language. The
challenge for monolingual parents will then be to ensure that the first language is
maintained. This can be done by maintaining strong links with the first language -trips
back to home country, speak to family, maintain language at home etc.
The next case scenario is when parents happen to have one language at home and want
their child to learn a second language that is neither the language spoken at school nor
the one spoken outside. With a bit of effort, passion and using the tips that we
mentioned before you can definitely make your child bilingual.
It is possible to raise your child bilingually even if you and your partner do not speak 2
languages. There will be challenges and reservations along the way but don’t let them

undermine your decision. Just keep in mind that you are giving your child a very precious
gift. It will require a lot of motivation, patience and dedication.
1-Maximize the exposure to the language
Enrol your child in a bilingual school if you can. If you don’t have access to these schools
in your area the key is to maximize the exposure to the language. This exposure should
be “about 50% of a child’s waking time”. Try to find some language immersion schools.
You could also have an au pair or nanny. Organise playgroups where your child will have
to speak the language.
2-Support your child’s learning
Create an environment where the language is welcomed all the time. Don’t test your
child, don’t make fun of him/her if he/she makes a mistake. Always encourage your child
in his/her learning. A child will be willing and interested in learning a new language if
he/she sees that both his parents show an interest and passion for this language. So it
is very important that the child perceives your love for the language: learn the language
yourself, listen to some music, turn the TV/radio on so that the language is heard at
home.
3- Learn the language yourself
This will increase your child’s motivation, especially when he gets older. Use online and
computer language programs, watch movies/TV in the language, go volunteering in your
child’s bilingual class, travel if you can in the country.
4- Speak the language
Don’t worry if you don’t speak the language perfectly, who does? For a child to learn a
language, he/she needs to hear and speak the language. Input will drive output. Don’t
worry if you have an accent or if you make mistakes, as long as you are not the only
language model the child ever has, he will be very unlikely to pick up your accent and he
will probably end up eventually correcting your errors. It’s important that your child is
exposed to a rich vocabulary.

5-Explain your choice to your child
Let your child know why you have chosen to raise him/her bilingually. Share your
enthusiasm. Explain to him how precious the gift of bilingualism is and tell him/her that
you want him/her to have this very special gift.
6- Start early
It’s never too late to become bilingual but the earlier the better. There seems to be a
definite difference between language acquisition by children and language acquisition
by teenagers and adults. Teenagers and adults acquire a second language with definite
interference from their mother tongue. The deficiency will be particularly evident at a
phonetic level, adults often have a recognisable non-native accent. Children however,
will pick up both the phonetics and the accent quite easily. This is why it is advisable to
start as early as possible. E-course link CESIE.
If you get the chance, try to go on holidays where the language is spoken, get some
books/magazines in the language. If you are learning French type in google.fr and find
age appropriate games, videos, websites for your child. Try to get in touch with the
community. Finally, bilingual schools are a fantastic way to get your child immersed in
the language.
Just keep in mind that a language to be learnt needs to be spoken! Learners need to find
opportunities to speak the language as much as possible.
What to expect when children are learning a second language
Many children become silent when first exposed to a second language. This silent period
can last months and can be important in developing their understanding. During this
period it is important to allow children time to just observe without pressure to speak.
At this time, children often rely on adults around them and on non-verbal cues in the
environment; for example, adults can point to what they are talking about or asking the
child to do so. They also often follow other children and imitate them. It is not unusual
for bilingual adults to switch between languages within a sentence and this can in fact
enhance communication. Similarly, it is normal for children who are learning a new
language to mix the two languages when making sentences. Children who are learning
English often begin by using short social phrases; for example, “my turn”, “chase me”,

“help me”. They usually find these phrases easy to use and often get positive results
from other children and adults
Do not push them. Every child is different and he/she needs to take their time. When
he/she is ready, he/she will show you all the things learnt during the silent period.

4. How to assess the needs of the children and review their
learning
Understanding the bilingual child
A bilingual child has a multicultural identity. He/she is bicultural. Since he/she grows up
with two languages, he/she values both languages equally, language A is just as
important as language B. It is often very hard for bilingual individuals to say which
language –out of A or B- is their native language. In a way, bilingualism is their native
language. To say that A is more important than B, would be to underestimate one
language.
Language isn’t only a tool used to communicate; it is also an important symbol, which
shows that you belong to a particular group. It is part of your identity. When a child
enters school he needs to fit in with everyone else. This is why children will try to adapt
to the country they live in and sometimes refuse to speak the language spoken at home.
Reactions of some professionals can jeopardize the linguistic development of a bilingual
child. Indeed, some professionals (teachers, speech therapists etc.) might encourage a
bilingual child with speech delay to give up his/her language in order to maximize the
use of the language spoken at school. These professionals don’t see any benefits in the
fact that the child is already learning a second language. On the contrary the child is seen
as having a “linguistic handicap”. However, research has shown that switching to just
one language could have negative consequences on the linguistic development of the
child. An individual is emotionally attached to a language, due to cultural, linguistic,
social reasons etc. Trying to eliminate a language means removing a part of oneself. To
avoid speech impairment, it is important to keep a structured setting in order to help
the child in his bilingual development.
One of the biggest challenges for bilingual parents is how to raise a child bilingually. The
earlier you start the better. There is no limit to what age a child should start. And don’t
panic if you see the child not being able to speak either language properly at first.
Research has shown that bilingualism doesn’t lead to any sort of delays. It is natural that
your child might mix languages at first. A monolingual child will use other strategies such
as using words like “this thing” or “like” … a bilingual child will use his other language to
fill in the gaps. Later on, as his/her vocabulary improves the bilingual child will no longer
mix languages. While it is sometimes true that bilingual children start talking
later, experts say the delay is temporary and the advantage of knowing two languages
outweighs that small disadvantage.

Some experts talk about the warning threshold of the 11th year, when children build
filters and no longer hear sounds like they used to. This critical age limit doesn’t make it
impossible to learn a language it just makes it more difficult to speak the language
without the accent. Also teenagers develop a fear of making mistakes, which makes it
harder to learn another language. Finally the world of a child is a little bit less complex
than that of an adult and therefore the repertoire of words isn’t as complicated.
How to deal with bilingual rebellion?
Everything is going well and suddenly parents find it very challenging to maintain their
child’s bilingualism. This often occurs when your child starts school. Here are a few tips
to overcome this “bilingual rebellion”:
1. Don’t give up: “my child refuses to speak Spanish to me”. This phenomenon is natural
and happens a lot with a minority language, especially when the child starts school.
Don’t take it personally; your children are not rejecting you they are just trying to build
their own identity. They are trying to fit in with the others but speaking a different
language is being different. Be strong about your own cultural heritage. If it really harms
your relationship with your child, try to find a compromise that meets you both. Maybe
set up a (flexible) rule such as speaking the minority language at certain times during the
day, or different places in the house. Some families have geographical limits within their
home: The living room was English, Dining room French etc… Such rules are hard to
maintain on the long run but are worth trying. The key is to remain consistent and to
make the experience fun.
2. Value bilingualism: A strong partnership between both parents is essential in
maintaining bilingualism. This doesn’t mean both of the parents need to speak the
language fluently. It just means both of you need to value the language spoken at home.
3. Encourage your child: Both of the parents need to encourage the child in his/her
“bilingualness”. It is important to encourage your child and to understand what it means
to be bilingual. You need to remember that although bilingualism is common, the world
still sees it as an exception and if your child is in a mainstream school he/she will be seen
as someone different because of his/her bilingualism. It is therefore important for them
to be assisted assisted in growing up with this gift so that it is seen as a gift and not a
handicap.

4. Maximize the exposure to the second language: although not both of the parents
need to be fluent, it is enough to understand the languages spoken to maintain
bilingualism within a household. When the child interacts with Mum or Dad, if everyone
understands the languages spoken, it means everyone is included in the conversation.
If only one person speaks the language, make sure you interact with him/her as much
as possible and supplement the language acquisition using the TV/radio in the target
language, travelling to the country, talking to family members etc.
5. Find a motive: It is important for the child to realise that the minority language is
spoken elsewhere, not only at home. The children need to see that many people speak
their language, not just Mum or Dad. If children can interact and play with their
language, they will understand the need to speak the minority language. Having friends
over, or enrolling your child in a playgroup where the minority language is spoken will
really help
Common mistakes parents make when raising a bilingual child
It can be hard to raise bilingual kids and there are some common mistakes that are to
be avoided if you want your child to be confident in the language. Here are three
mistakes that need to be avoided:
1. Make fun of them: Your child will come up with the cutest little mistakes and at times,
it will be very hard not to laugh at him/her. However, children are very sensitive and the
last thing you want is to discourage them. Children need to be reassured and praised
rather then laughed at.
2. Correct them: While it is important for children to be corrected you need to be careful
not to crash their confidence. Children that are corrected too much in their second
language will be reluctant to speak without being worried of saying something wrong.
One way to correct your children can be to just rephrase nicely what they said so that
they hear the correct way and don’t forget to praise them as much as possible!
3. Test them: Learning a language should be fun. It shouldn’t be something they need to
be tested on. If they feel they are assessed/judged they will no longer engage in the
language.
4. Be inflexible: You need to be consistent but flexible. Speaking a second language
shouldn’t be a burden for your child. Try to make it as natural and fun as possible or it
will become a struggle for everyone in the family, especially when your child gets older.

Ten things you should never say to your bilingual child

We have all done it. We have said things to our children that we later regretted. Being a
parent means that we make mistakes. We aren’t perfect. Our children aren’t perfect. All
we can do is to try our best to learn from our mistakes.
When it comes to multilingualism, what is most important is that we try to make
multilingualism in our lives as comfortable and normal as possible. We need to keep an
eye on the long-term goals in the hopes that our strategies will help us to achieve them.
Note that it isn’t always just the words we say that have an impact on our children. It
can be that look in our eye, the tone we use or that special way that we let our children
know that we are/aren’t happy with what they are doing. Be careful with how you use
these things when it comes to your children’s bilingualism.
Here is a list of top 10 things to avoid saying to our bilingual children (or to someone
else in front of them!):
1. “You aren’t even trying to say that correctly!” Young children almost always strive
to please their parents, even if they don’t show it. Rarely they pronounce letters or
words incorrectly on purpose, so getting frustrated with our child for making a linguistic
mistake won’t get the results that we are looking for. In fact, it might just make our child
unwilling to speak our language again. Instead, we should use encouraging words (even
if we think our little one is just being lazy). We should find ways to help our child hear
and mimic our sounds and words as much as possible. In case that we suspect a speech
or language disorder, we should contact a specialist!
2. “How many times have I told you… !?” In spite of what many people say, children
are not necessarily sponges when it comes to language. Sometimes children pick up
words and phrases quickly, other times the process is more laborious. Not surprisingly,
children who are given opportunities to be fully engaged with the language over a long
period of time learn languages more quickly. If your child doesn’t seem to be picking up
your language as quickly as you would like, then find ways to offer more natural
language exposure in comfortable environments. Each of our children is a unique
individual and will pick up language as quickly or slowly as it is right for him/her.
3. “Show your aunt/friend/teacher how well you can speak (language x)!” Showing
off our children’s language skills is a big mistake. It is one thing to reassure someone that
our child can, in fact, speak a language (e.g. for school) but showing off to a family

member, friend or stranger is not a good idea. It makes our children feel like their
language is something unnatural and an oddity. Asking our child if he or she would like
to teach someone else how to say something in a second language is different. It can be
fun to share skills with one another!
4. “I am going to get angry with you if you don’t speak (language x).” Punishing a child
for not speaking our language in any way may have short-term results but it almost
always backfires in the long run. Punishment is different than reminding your child about
family rules that have been agreed upon. If we punish our children for not speaking to
us in our language, we will be building resentment in our children. Our child might do
what we want right now but only out of fear, not out of a sense of familial involvement.
The most important element is to keep lines of communication and discussion open. The
more our children resists speaking our language, the more understanding, empathetic
and honest we need to be with ourselves and our children.
5. “You have to work very, very hard if you want to be a bilingual/multilingual.”
Family bilingualism should feel as natural as possible for our young children. No one said
that our children need to jump up every morning excited to speak our language. But
making it feel like horrible drudgery is also not the answer. We should help our children
feel that bilingualism is simply a part of our lives, just as many things that our families
do on a daily basis.
6. “You are better/smarter than others because you are bilingual/multilingual.”
Helping a child feel empowered by bilingualism is good. Encouraging a child to feel
superior because of it is not. This is true for our children’s biculturalism as well! We can
help our children feel good about bilingualism by using positive examples and supportive
discussion topics. Telling our children that they are smarter because they know another
language may actually cause them to feel extra pressure and start to think, “If I don’t get
the highest marks in class, does that mean that I am letting my family down and I am no
longer truly bilingual?” No child should grow up feeling this kind of pressure (or sense of
superiority) because of bilingualism or biculturalism!
7. “You hurt me when you don’t speak (language x).” Our children should not be
made to feel guilty because of our feelings about their bilingualism. It is fine to let our
children know how we feel about them speaking our language but we need to take full
ownership of our feelings. Discussing feelings, expectations and disappointments with

our children is highly encouraged, as long as everyone gets the chance to have their
say (children included).
8. “Look how well your brother/friend/other student speaks (language x).”
Comparing one child to another is never a good idea. It can create rifts between children
which otherwise may never have come about and creates an unhealthy atmosphere for
growth and development. Since every child is different and unique in his and her own
way, another child’s language competence or eagerness really has nothing to do with
our child. Comparing and contrasting this way will only lead to a general sense of anxiety
and resentment, especially down the road.
9. “I am disappointed in you when you don’t speak (language x).” This is something
we often express with the way we act toward out children when they don’t speak our
language. Our children should be able to know that without a doubt their worth in our
eyes is not tied to their bilingualism. If our children ever feel that they are only loved
because they speak our language, then language will ultimately become a pivotal point
of contention down the road. When our children test us by not using our language, they
are doing so to see how we will react. We need to make sure that our children know
that we love them fully and completely, even if we are upset about their language use.
10. “I will reward you if you speak (language x).” Even though rewards seem to work
in the short-term, they often lose their appeal down the road. Ultimately, the only way
to keep a child interested in rewards is to make the reward continually bigger and bigger.
Children who only speak our language because they will receive a reward are being
taught that using our language is actually just a means to getting a prize; the language
itself is actually not important at all, the reward at the end is all that matters. Instead of
offering rewards, we should find ways to make our language useful, interesting and
meaningful.
Even though many of us can identify with an item or two in this list that we have done
over the years, it is never too late to change our ways! The thing to remember is that
family always comes first. Bilingualism is important but only if it isn’t causing deeprooted bitterness in our family.

How many languages can a child learn?
The brain is not biologically set to learn only one language. We can learn as many
languages as we want. The key is to start early when the child is still in the acquisition
phase of the first language, as he will use the same “brain tissue” for all the languages
he is learning. Later, it is of course still possible to learn another language, but different
parts of the brain will be involved which will make the language learning process harder.
Don’t worry about the vocabulary a child has in one of the languages he is acquiring.
Usually, multilingual children are a bit “behind” their monolingual friends but that
doesn’t mean they’ll never catch up. Research shows that multilingual children have the
same “amount” of vocabulary. The difference is that they might have a different
vocabulary depending on which context the child has acquired one particular word in.
For example, a child might know how to say “merci’ in French, but maybe not in Italian.
He/she might ask for a “bacio” in Italian and might count in English. Don’t worry if you
child switches between languages.
A child can grow up learning 3-4 languages from very early on (0-5).

5. How to identify and value suitability of web based OER
resources supporting bilingualism of preschool children
In the first section of this guide we have been trying to let you know what bilingualism
means for parents and children and some ways to educate your bilingual children (there
is not only one way to do it). Now we are going to show you the different stages of early
language learning, how the early childhood educators support bilingual children and
some tips for working with your children at home. Every child is different and we hope
that our advice will help you to identify the right methodology and resources for working
with your children at home. How can you identify it? The one that your children enjoy
will be the right one!!! Make it fun and your children will love to learn another language.
Stages of early language learning
1. Continued use of the home language. When children enter an environment where the
language they use to communicate at home is not understood, they may continue to
use their home language in the expectation that they will be understood. Depending on
the messages the children receive about the use of languages other than Mother tongue
in the different settings, this stage is likely to be relatively brief. What are the best
methodologies and resources for my child?
2. The Silent or Non Verbal Period. Many children when they enter an unfamiliar early
years setting go through a period which has been observed by a number of researchers
as the ‘silent’ or ‘mute’ period. Some researchers refer to this as the ‘non-verbal period’
to emphasise that children may continue to interact non-verbally. During the Silent or
Non-verbal period, children need time to acclimatise to the new context, begin to tune
in to the sounds of the new language and to begin to know what is expected. During this
time children may begin to ‘rehearse’ the language silently to themselves and in time
they will begin to practise the utterances in ‘private speech’ until they have the
confidence to try out the language for communicative purposes or 'go public'. They
require reassurance and encouragement at this time so that they feel they are accepted
members of the group.
In her strategies for the Non-verbal or Silent Period “Priscilla Clarke (1992)” suggests ten
strategies to support children’s language development during this stage:
1. Continued talking even when children do not respond.
2. Persistent inclusion in small groups with other children.
3. Use of varied questions.
4. Inclusion of other children as the focus in the conversation

5. Use of the first language
6. Acceptance of non-verbal responses
7. Praising of minimal effort
8. Expectations to respond with repeated words and/or counting
9. Structuring of programme to encourage child to child interaction
10. Provide activities which reinforce language practice through role play.
3. Repetition and language play, use of formulae, routines and single words Children
begin to use single words or formulaic phrases and repetition during the early stages of
learning a second language. They use formulae and chunks of language as ready made
phrases in routine situations. This enables the learners to interact with the others. These
chunks of language may include memorised sequences in singing rhymes and stories,
routine language used at specific times in the setting, for example ‘happy birthday’,
answering the register, asking to go to the toilet. Learners acquire more than linguistic
rules through interactional routines: ‘they also appropriate identities, social relations
and ideologies’.
4. More complex language or productive language use Children begin to develop
productive use of the additional language which means they can build on and extend
the use of single words and chunks of language to produce more complex language.
They may combine some of the chunks they have acquired and begin to produce longer
and more complex sentences which approximate more closely to the intended meaning.
In reality, these stages may well overlap, depending on the context and expectations.

Supporting bilingual children in early childhood settings
There is no single approach that will work for all bilingual children, or children learning
a second language. Workers in early childhood settings can support children by finding
out all that they can about them, their families and their culture. It is important for the
child’s first language to be acknowledged, as well as its continued use at home. It is
similarly important to observe what children are interested in, and what motivates
them, so these activities or experiences can be included in early childhood programmes.
If early childhood workers know more about what to expect when children are learning
a second language, they can have appropriate expectations. By knowing, for example,
that some children will go through a silent period, they can recognize this stage and not
pressure children to speak.
For many children, having an adult to support them during this silent period can help
develop their understanding of the second language. If children are showing signs of

being ready to join in activities, early childhood staff can encourage them, provide
support and praise them.
As in all early childhood settings, children will learn through play, routines, books, games
and songs. As part of these activities, staff can support language development by
modelling and repeating meaningful words and phrases (for example, ‘wash hands’,
‘come play’). Using gesture and visual materials such as photographs can also greatly
assist children’s understanding of language and their acquisition of words. Children
learning a second language can also be included in non-language activities (for example,
picture matching) and activities that stimulate a range of senses (for example, water
play). These activities allow children to demonstrate their competencies and participate
without language.
They also provide opportunities to interact with peers, who can also assist when children
are learning a second language. Children can vary markedly in their willingness to
initiate, attempt and take risks. By tuning in to children’s strengths and needs, early
childhood workers can help children’s communication to be a positive and rewarding
experience.
Learning Links uses a total communication approach to support the varied learning
needs of children, including children learning a second language.
A Total Communication Approach
Children, like adults, have different abilities, ways of learning and communicating. We
should use a Total Communication approach to support the varying learning and skills
of all children.
Using a Total Communication approach can involve listening, speaking, gestures or hand
movements, the Makaton language programme, facial expression, photos and pictures.
Another name for a Total Communication approach is Alternative and Augmentative
Communication.

Total Communication approach for children is based on mirroring the diverse ways in
which we communicate as adults. It aims to give children increased opportunities to
understand what is said to them and to communicate their wants, needs, thoughts and
feelings.
Children learn that communication can happen in many different ways; for example, you
can use your hands to talk or point to a photo to get something you want.

A Total Communication approach can also assist children in developing social skills.
Picture charts can show how to ask for a turn in a game, a ‘wait’ sign to remind them to
wait for their turn and pictures to help them know what to do when they’re angry. When
we support children in this way we can reduce frustration that can often be expressed
in other ways such as biting or hitting.
For children who have difficulties in communicating a Total Communication approach
can be particularly important. Life can be very frustrating for families who cannot
communicate with their child and equally as frustrating for the child who cannot
communicate with them. A Total Communication approach increases the participation
of children who may not be using words, such as children learning a second language.
One way of doing this is to show pictures of songs, games and activities. These can allow
children to make choices and demonstrate their preferences and competencies.
Makaton (hand gestures) can also be of great benefit to children. Children can use it as
a positive tool to help them get what they want. Early exposure to a range of Total
Communication options can create a language-rich environment. By immersing children
in spoken, written and visual forms of communication such as pictures and Makaton, we
help children make connections between what is said and seen.
When introducing a Total Communication approach it is important to incorporate
children’s interests and things that motivate them. Later we can include choices that we
as adults would like children to know and act on. These might include listening and
looking at group time. Another way of helping children is to include Total
Communication in everyday activities such as during morning tea or lunch. Children can
be encouraged to participate in mealtimes when they have individual placemats
showing pictures of their favorite foods. Making the activity fun and decreasing pressure
can also help.

Technology to Help Children Learn a New Language
Technology is a tremendous help when teaching children a new language, especially for
time-starved parents. At the same time, screen time should to be limited to what we, as
parents, believe is appropriate.
In some families, technology is a definite help when exposing their children to another
language. It is a supplement to what you already do and will help your children.

Here are some of the technology you might utilize in your household – we recommend
10 minutes at a time:


1. Use audio books: The CDs are great in the car, especially when you drive to school
or go to an activity.



2. Listen music: You can create different playlists of Spanish, English, French,… songs
and your children will select their favourite songs in the target language.



3. Learn with the Smurfs and Zorro on YouTube: Let your children watch one
cartoon per day on YouTube in the second language. They can choose which one it
is, as long as it is in the second language and it is less than 10 minutes.



4. Listen to Podcasts together: You can find free podcasts that will help your children
build their vocabulary in the second language through stories.



5. Have breakfast with grandparents via Facetime or Skype: The iPad/tablet makes
it very easy for kids to call up their grandparents in other country via Facetime or
Skype. The advantage of Apple’s Facetime app is that it is very easy for a 3 or a 4year old to answer or call with it. And it is free.



6. Games on the Smartphone: Little games on the Smartphone can help us when
the kids become restless (waiting at the doctor’s, at the airport for a flight, etc.). And
if the games are about listening to more words and expressions in the target
language, it removes some of our parental guilt.



7. Read and listen to stories on iPad/tablet: There are many bilingual stories
available for iPad/tablet. It is easier for children to use than books with CDs.



8. Use online tutoring via Skype: You can use a tutoring service via Skype to learn a
second language and help your children. It works around your schedule and it is
cheaper than having a personal teacher.

We hope these tips will help you and your bilingual children find ways to use technology
for language exposure – 10 minutes at a time. When used in moderation, technology
can be a wonderful way to learn a brand new language or support the use of a family
language.

Some important things for parents to know about early childhood bilingualism.
There are a number of important things to keep in mind:


Bilingual acquisition is a common and normal childhood experience.



All children are capable of learning two or more languages in childhood.



Knowing the language of one’s parents is an important and essential component of
children’s cultural identity and sense of belonging.



Bilingual acquisition is facilitated if children have rich and varied experiences in both
languages.



Proficiency in both languages is more likely if children at home are exposed to the
language that is less extensively used in the community; the language that is more
widely used will get support outside the home-setting.



Parents can facilitate bilingual proficiency by using the language they know best and
by using it in varied and extensive ways.



Parents have to find resources for making it fun! There are a lot of resources that
you can use, but parents know their children better than anybody else and they will
have to choose the best resources for their children. These resources do not need
to be the same for all children. For instance, resources that worked very well with
the older brother might not work with his younger sister. It does not mean it was
not a great resource for learning a second language, it was for the older son and it
can be for somebody else.



Adapt the resources that you find to your personal situation and to the age of your
children. As a matter of fact, these resources can be good for your children and they
will enjoy them, but they may not be mature enough for working with them (they
do not read or write and they can-not use them on their own). In this case you can
play with them or you can find an easier way for them to play without help.

Practical Examples for language learning Open Educational Resources
Fun Easy Learn
This is a free resource offering a variety of language exercises and
activities, including games. The vocabulary includes over 6000 words
with images, audio files and translations, relevant to over 140 themes.
Based on the language chosen there are multiple applications offered.
It’s an international App for learning vocabulary, by topic. A lot of the games need
reading skills but some just listening. Suitable for nursery school.
The website is a platform allowing for the free download of the applications through
Google play store and Amazon store. It´s an App for PC, tablets and smartphones. You
can choose between 51 languages. Link: http://www.funeasylearn.com/

Example for a listening game:

Example for a reading game:

Fun English by Studycat
This App contains English Learning Games for kids - educational activities to teach kids
how to read, speak & spell in English.
There are 2 Free English Lessons plus 14 Learning Games Courses for
preschool, early learners and young children studying languages. Fun
English uses male and female voices with both American and British
accents. The voices use different tones and expressions so that
learners can pick up on the subtleties of pronunciation.
It´s a worldwide App for tablets and smartphones. You can learn: Chinese, English,
Spanish, French and German. The App is available in these languages: English, Bokmål,
Norwegian, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean,
Portuguese, Russian, Simplified Chinese, Spanish, Swedish, Traditional Chinese, Turkish,
Vietnamese.

The App is suitable even for youngest children. The free games are based on colors
including the verb “to be” and numbers including spelling. All games are entertaining
and great fun.
Bubbles

Letter Jumping

Link: http://studycat.net/apps/fun-english/lessons/

Memory

ABC Sounds

This App combines a multi-sensory learning tool, which combines
audio (songs for kids), voice and written words. It develops auditory
discrimination by introducing the letter names and sounds. The
design is colourful and simple. ABC Sounds is created for children
starting at 1 year old and can go up to adults.
The main-features are:
•

Listen and touch to learn English phonics

•

Hidden letters in pictures help children memorize the ABC sounds

•

Pleasant music and repetition is ideal for teaching young children

British Council – Learn English Kids
Learn English Kids is a website providing lots of games, songs, stories and activities
online and free of charge for learning English.

Parents and teachers as a member may
download learning resources, watch
videos and articles from language
learning experts. There is also a parent’s
forum to share ideas and ask questions
about helping your child learn English.

There is also a section for little kids, providing Games, Songs, Stories, Word games,
Crafts. The advantage is that it is interactive; asking the child to paint and by this
recognizing for example pets and colours.

Link: http://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/es

Chillola
Is a Website designed for kids and parents to encourage language learning. The website
is available in English, Spanish, French, German and Italian. For each language there are
several topics to choose (e.g. the alphabet, the colors,…) the items are illustrated and
the user can listen to the right pronunciation.

There are links to several languages learning websites in different languages.

Link: www.chillola.com

Kidstv123
This is a website with a selection of audio (MP3), video (MP4) files, downloadable
worksheets, coloring pages and posters. Video and other audio files can be purchased
at reasonable prices.

Links: www.kidstv123.com

OERs on YouTube
There are lots of different videos on YouTube providing language learning tools for
children. Here you can find some examples:

KIDS CAMP

https://www.youtube.com/user/kidscamp

SUPER SIMPLE SONGS
https://www.youtube.com/user/SuperSimpleSongs

KIDS TV

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7Pq3Ko42YpkCB_Q4E981jw

LITTLE BABY BUM
https://www.youtube.com/user/LittleBabyBum

MOTHER GOOSE CLUB

https://www.youtube.com/user/MotherGooseClub

TODDLER WORLD TV
https://www.youtube.com/user/toddlerworldtv

Fun English games

This website provides a wide range of free activities for children and English learning
ideas for teachers that cover reading, writing, listening, speaking, grammar,
conversation and more.

Materials are printable, interactive games, worksheets and other classroom resources.
Link: http://www.funenglishgames.com/

6. How to guarantee the security to the children and avoid
inappropriate contents
Protecting Kids from Inappropriate Material
How can we effectively keep our kids from looking at inappropriate materials? There are
five approaches which can be adopted: adult supervision, education, parental lists of
approved sites, voluntary site ratings, and Internet filtering services. We recommend
the first two whenever possible. The third is useful for young children. The fourth is
occasionally helpful. The fifth is, basically, bad news -- especially for children over
twelve.
Adult Supervision
The first and best answer is adult supervision. All children, but especially the youngest,
should be supervised while browsing the Internet. Ideally, your child's computer should
not be in his/her own bedroom, especially for very young children. It should be next to
us. If he/she somehow wanders away from children´s television programmes such as
Mickey Mouse Club House and runs into something inappropriate, we will be informed
about it.
When direct supervision isn't possible, you might consider checking out your
child's browsing history. Yes, this is snooping, but as parents it is our responsibility to
know what our children are up to. It's fair to let your child know that you keep an eye
on what they do on the computer, so you are encouraged to do so. While they may not
say so, most kids are relieved to know their parents are paying attention to their lives.
Bear in mind, however, that older children may learn how to clear their web browsing
history. You can deal with this fairly easily: the first time it happens, you'll notice that
the browser history only goes back one day. If that happens, sit down with your child
and let them know that clearing the browser history is not allowed.
NOT ALL THE CARTOONS, WEBSITES OR APPS ARE APROPRIATE FOR CHILDREN
Educating Children About Appropriate Websites
Children can also be educated to understand what is appropriate and what is not, in
different ways according to their age. Make sure your kids know what is suitable for
children and what is not. If your child comes to you with a question about an
inappropriate website, be sure to thank him/her for asking you. If your children feel
comfortable asking you questions about what they have seen on the Internet, you will
be able to help them avoid inappropriate content on their own.

Parentally Approved Sites
It's possible to configure Microsoft Internet Explorer so that only the sites you have
approved can be visited. This is not a useful technique for teenagers who need to do
research for school, because they need to access too many sites and some of them can
find a way to disable or work around it.
But for very young children with a short list of suitable websites, it's an excellent way to
keep them from accidentally stumbling onto inappropriate sites.
Voluntary Website Ratings
There is a voluntary website rating system, called the Internet Content Rating
Association (ICRA, formerly RSACi). Support for it is built into Microsoft Internet
Explorer. Turning on this feature in Internet Explorer allows you to block access to
websites that voluntarily identify themselves as adult-oriented. This system has the big
advantage that age-appropriate content is never accidentally (or deliberately!) filtered
out.
Internet Filtering Software
For years, software has been available to comprehensively filter your child's web
browsing habits. These programs don't wait for sites to voluntarily identify themselves.
Unfortunately, most filtering software incorrectly filters out websites that are not
inappropriate. Some programs will even filter out political sites that their authors don't
approve. For this reason, such filtering software is not recommended, especially for
older children.
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